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Introduction

Concurrent programming is nowadays pervasive to most software development
processes. However, it poses hard challenges to the developers, which must envisage and try to solve with their own forces undesired behaviours like security
breaches, protocol incompatibilities, deadlocks, races, livelocks; this is a very
difficult and error-prone task, requiring much more than just the programmer’s
skills: concurrency bugs appear frequently and have a substantial impact [11,21].
Automated techniques and tools are thus needed to analyse and ensure correct
concurrent code. Crucially, in order to be effective, the techniques must tackle
the struggle to balance the effort requested to the programmer, and the level of
sophistication of the properties ensured by the development process.
This abstract presents a significant contribution towards this direction by introducing an high-level specification language with important features as channelover-channel passing, secret channels, and deadlock-freedom, that aims at providing for correctness-by-construction, and is supported by a fully automated
tool [2] that infers the types of well-behaved specifications, and generates executable Go code. Our approach is unique, and has no burden for the developer:
the only task of the programmer is to describe the concurrent protocol in a specification language built upon few intuitive constructs, and with no decorations,
everything else is automated. Nevertheless, we accept important challenges: statically checking that the scope of a channel specified as secret is not enlarged at
runtime, even when the program runs in parallel with well-behaved interacting contexts; statically checking deadlock-freedom on linear channels that can
be used exactly once in input and once in output; fully automated generation
of executable Go code that mimics non-deterministic synchronizations à la pi
calculus while enforcing race-freedom.
In the specification language, we consider a construct to declare secret channels, where secrecy is interpreted as the preservation of the following invariant
of the runtime system: the scope of a secret channel cannot be enlarged, even
when the program is executed in parallel with well-behaved interacting contexts;
that is, secret means static. This leads to a powerful but yet simple approach,
where the secrecy control does not rely on advanced features as, for instance,
?
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non-interference [17,26], role-based- access control [27,9], or cryptographic analysis [5,3,4,32], but on a static analysis of the high-level language that is based
on types that are inferred in a fully automated fashion.
Related Work We did not find work similar to our construction; in particular,
the ideas behind the implementation in Go are original. We refer to [15,14] for
previous work of the author on secret channels.
Static channels and boundaries in process calculi have been investigate since
the origins of this research area [30], and more recently in [6,28,7], among the
others. The work in [6] is the closest to our approach, and introduces a pi calculus
featuring a group creation operator, and a typing system that disallows channels
to be sent outside of the group. Decisively, programmers must declare which is
the group type of the payload. In contrast, our analysis is fully-automated, does
not require type annotations, and is contextual : processes are allowed to sent a
channel outside the group if the context does not have read access to the channel.
To the best of our knowledge, most interpreters for distributed calculi supporting channel-over-channel passing do not rely on channel-based mechanisms
at the target language level. The implementation of languages inspired by the
pi calculus has been pioneered by [31,25,29]. Central to this line of work is the
notion of Turner machine [31], which allows to simulate non-determinism and
concurrent executions in uniprocessors by interleaving the execution of processes;
this is de-facto mechanism for concurrency in most process calculi implementations (e.g. [13]). Previous attempts to develop calculi-inspired languages with
native support for channel-over-channel passing include JoCaml [12], where mobility is now discontinued [22] for the sake of compatibility with OCaml.
Recently, a behavioural static analysys of Go programs based on multiparty
session types (MPST, [18]) have been presented in [19,20]. The approach followed in this line of work consists in analysing existing Go programs, in order to
ensure stronger properties at compile-time, e.g. deadlock-freedom; this is done
by extracting the program’s behaviour as a global MPST. None of these works,
however, support channel-over-channel passing. In [8], the authors present a
framework to translate distributed MPST written in the Scribble protocol language into a Go API. MPST types are mapped into Go types and methods.
Existing Go clients can use the API to ensure a form of practical safety: the API
dynamically generates errors (e.g. panic) when a Go program tries to break the
protocol’s safety, i.e. its linearity. On contrast, we generate both the server and
client’s code in a fully automated way, and we do not rely on dynamic analysis,
because the generated Go code aims at being correct-by-construction, that is
safety is tackled statically by means of type inference of pi calculus channels.
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Example: designing a secret chat protocol

To illustrate our construction, we consider the example of a messaging application with support for secret chat, that are chats that cannot be forwarded. We
believe that in a concurrent setting this feature can be naturally interpreted as
a secret channel, one that cannot be forwarded outside its designed scope. The
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Alice , alice?(chat).(group?(friend).friend!chat | chat!helloAlice)
Bob , bob?(chat).chat!helloBob | bot?(m).getMsg!m |
getRandom?(r).r?(stranger).getMsg?(m).stranger! m
Carl , carl?(chat).chat!helloCarl
Board , board?(secret).S(secret)
ChatServer , setup?(user).
[hide chat][user!chat | board!chat | Alice | Bob | Carl | Board]
Chat , setup!alice.(bot!group | group!bob | group!carl)
P , hboard, getMsg, setupi(new bot, group, alice, bob, carl)(Chat | ChatServer)
rec

S(x) = x?(message).(print :: message | S(x))

Fig. 1: Secret chat protocol in the LSpi specification language

scenario may be the following. Alice, Bob, and Carl create a private group in
the app in order to chat among themselves. After the creation phase, the app
installs a chat server waiting for a request of a user of the group to setup a chat:
once the request has been pick up, the server creates a hidden chat channel with
static scope including Alice, Bob, Carl, and the chat board, and send it to the
user. Finally, the user forwards the chat channel to her friends, and from now on
the group can use the channel to exchange messages on the board. In order to
do not contain errors, the protocol must maintain the invariant that the scope
of a secret channel cannot be enlarged: we thus need to ensure that the design
of our programs satisfies properties of this form, and that these properties are
preserved when programs are deployed in well-behaved contexts.
Figure 1 presents a specification of the protocol in the LSpi language, a
programming-oriented variant of the secret pi calculus [15]; incidentally, we note
that the specification adds a feature to Bob, that is to communicate with random
strangers (off the board). The LSpi language follows a minimalistic approach and
presents a small number of primitives for sending and receiving values over channels (noted ! and ?, respectively), where values are channels or base values,
rec
restricting and hiding channels (new and hide, respectively), recursion (noted = ),
parallel composition (noted | ), printing, declaration of linear channels that must
be used exactly once in input, and once in output (noted h·i), and let-process
definitions (noted ,). The aim of the language is to provide for a correct-byconstruction specification of concurrent programs and security protocols.
The three main protection ingredients in Figure 1 are hiding, restriction, and
linearity: hiding and linearity represent semantic protection, while restriction is
syntactic protection. Restriction is the core mechanism of pi calculus [23], and
naturally corresponds to local scope in programming languages: most channels
are declared as restricted in P in order to avoid direct access from the context.
Channel protection by linearity (e.g. board ) offers (at least) the same guarantee
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by relying on types: contexts read/write accessing a linear channel will be ruled
out. Declaring chat with the hide constructor aims at forbidding the enlarging
of the scope of the channel, in all well-behaved computations.
One question that we face is the following: does the protocol’s specification P
in Figure 1 contain programming errors that can compromise the protocol logic?
For instance, can we statically detect if P , once immersed in a well-behaved context and executed in a channel-based runtime system, leaks secret channels? This
is a fundamental prerequisite to the generation and execution of code, since our
goal is to deploy correct-by-construction concurrent programs that at runtime
preserve the high-level specification properties while communicating through
message-passing without instrumentation (e.g. monitoring the exchanges). Interestingly, the protocol contains a subtle vulnerability that may cause a security
breach; the attack, detected by the GoPi tool [2], is outlined below.
Our static analysis relies on types, and detects attempts to open the scope of
an hidden channel at compile-time. Protocol P in Figure 1 does not type check
since a well-typed context interacting with P can open the scope of channel
chat. While Bob legitimately relies on a bot channel to produce messages for
random strangers, the Chat component erroneously (or maliciously) sends the
group channel over bot. An attacker may use the exploit to receive channel group
from P , and in turn to send a fake friend on group: the fake channel can be nondeterministically pick up by Alice, who in turn will send channel chat over fake,
thus disclosing its secrecy. To patch the specification, we remove the thread in red
from Figure 1; the resulting process is accepted by GoPi, which automatically
generates and runs the process’ Go code: the output of an execution is below,
where randomization allowed Carl to join the chat. Note that throwing a timeout
(on waiting on all input channels) causes the Go runtime to detect a deadlock;
this is fine, since all blocked channels in the goroutines (i.e. the parallel threads)
are unrestricted, while our static analysis prevent deadlocks on linear channels.
Retrieved alice from setup. Retrieved chat from board. Retrieved chat from alice.
Retrieved carl from group. Retrieved chat from carl. Retrieved helloAlice from chat.
Print helloAlice. Retrieved helloCarl from chat. Print helloCarl.
TIMEOUT. Fatal error: all goroutines are asleep - deadlock! Exit status 2
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Discussion

This abstract introduces two main techniques to assist the concurrent software
developement process: (a) an high-level specification language that supports
primitives for secrecy and linearity to design correct-by-construction protocols;
(b) a fully automated tool that (1) infers the type of channels of programs having a good behaviour without relying on decorations of the source code, and
(2) generates executable Go code featuring channel-over-channel passing. The
techniques are framed in an open and ongoing project that aims at developing
and maintaining a compiler for a language with built-in support for mobility,
security, resource-awareness, and deadlock-resolution. The development of the
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tool has reached a stable phase; we release the code in GitHub [2]. We plan several improvements, among which the most interesting are: support for channel
subtyping [24], deployment of mechanized proofs of correctness [1,10], and embedding program transformation techniques to statically resolve deadlocks [16].
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